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This article is about painting, and the sort of impact it has on society. We also go into why
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Article Body:
The big question is, why do people buy paintings? Is it just to feel like they’ve bought somet

Now, for a lot of people, a painting is simply a filler, to cover up that white stuff on the w

Other times, people just buy to feel good about themselves. They’re cruising around a world ma

But, what about those art galleries where paintings sell for thousands of dollars, why would a

Some people see a painting as a painting, others see it as a masterpiece, and to those people,

They do it for the passion, the love of art, not for the money. But it is a great plus when yo
Everyone has their own style, whether it is far out, or very similar to others, no one artist
You don’t have to be perfect when it comes to art. For example, beach oil paintings are never

Same with village paintings, you see a lot of village paintings that the little houses roofs a

These paintings are two great of examples of why you don’t have to be perfect, simply due to t

Great paintings are born from mistakes, imperfections. A painting in a room can make all the d

On the otherhand, a bright and colorful painting, whether is be beach oil paintings or village

The little things, the small details are the things that make all the difference when it comes

Along with that, the effort. You can tell a painting that is effortless, and one that took eff

Art is so deep, that it is sometimes impossible to grasp. We may not understand it forever, or
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